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There is a growing interest in the use of income-share agreements
to finance higher education. This paper aims to offer the first game-
theoretic model of how such ISAs could affect the incentives of students
to acquire human capital, and the incentives of universities to supply
education. I find that ISAs highlight a tension between different policy
goals: relative to tuition pricing, ISAs increase the availability of ed-
ucation, but reduce student productivity. In a duopoly environment,
where both universities can choose a pricing model, the dominant strat-
egy equilibrium is for both universities to choose tuition pricing. Fur-
thermore, this equilibrium is efficient: tuition pricing maximizes both
the availability of education and the productivity of education, so it is
socially superior to ISA pricing.
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1. Introduction

In 1955, Milton Friedman proposed “equity investment contracts” in individu-

als seeking higher education, in which students finance their education by giving

lenders an “equity stake” in their future earnings. (Friedman 1955) Today, that

concept is rapidly becoming reality with the growth of income-share agreements:

a financing instrument for higher education in which a student promises a fraction

of their future earnings instead of a fixed tuition amount. Private universities

in Germany offer ISAs, and postgraduate degrees in the UK are often funded by

ISAs from StepEx, an accredited private financier taken up by many students.

(FT 2019) Coding bootcamps like the Lambda School have also flourished on the

ISA model, advertising that they do not take any fees and students do not pay un-

til they earn their first paycheck. ISAs are also growing in popularity in American

universities: Purdue University and the University of Utah now offer ISA fund-

ing options to their students, and the US government is piloting an experimental

program to allow student debt to be repaid under an ISA model. (SLH 2019)

ISAs have emerged from the growing social dissatisfaction with the tuition fee

model that is prevalent in universities throughout the world. In the US, median

family income has grown 22% between 1970 and 2010: in that same timeframe,

public tuition has grown by 200%, and private tuition has grown by 150%. (Kir-

shstein 2012) In this context, proponents of ISAs argue that they increase the

accessibility of education relative to tuition fees, and thus policymakers should

consider adopting ISAs at larger scale. (Palacios, DeSorrento, and Kelly 2014)

In light of the growing prominence of ISAs and their potential importance, this

paper seeks to compare tuition fees to ISAs as a means to finance higher education.

Specifically, we focus on two questions: first, how do ISAs affect the incentives

of universities to supply education? Second, how do ISAs affect the incentives

of students to invest in their own productivity? These two questions allow for a

coherent discussion of how ISAs affect the education system’s efficiency, and the

welfare of society as a whole.

In seeking to answer these two questions, two challenges prevent us from relying

on an empirical approach to ISAs. The first challenge is conceptual: incentives

cannot be directly observed in data, because they affect both the decisions that

students and universities take (which can be observed) as well as the decisions

that students and universities choose not to take (which cannot be observed). The

second challenge is logistical: even if incentives could be observed in the data, data

on ISAs in education is very difficult to access due to the small number of existing
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ISAs, as well as the natural confidentiality of individual student data. Thus, in

order to answer the question we pose, it is necessary to develop a game-theoretic

model of how universities and students behave. This game-theoretic model will

allow us to make predictions about outcomes we would expect to observe if the

model holds true.

The model has three parts. The first part is the university: we take a university

to be a profit-maximizing entity that has a fixed capacity of seats for students. To

begin with, we take the university to be a monopolist: this captures the general

idea that universities have bargaining power over students, and is relaxed in later

sections. The university faces a population of students that exceeds the capacity

of the university: thus, the university is supply-constrained and the availability

of education depends on whether the university chooses to allocate all its seats or

not.

The second part of the model is a representation of students. There are two types

of students, representing two kinds of students that are most salient when studying

the financing of higher education. The first type, known as high-type students,

are students with high expected wages on the labor market. Similarly, the second

type, known as low-type students, are students with lower expected wages on

the labor market.1 Students know whether they are high-type or low-type. Fur-

thermore, this knowledge is private: the university cannot observe it directly, but

rather must rely on student self-reports (in the form of college applications) to

determine a student’s type. Students announce their type to the university, and

the university chooses an admissions rate for each announced type.

The third part of the model is the university education itself. Once admitted to

the university, students exert some private effort that can increase their produc-

tivity, converting them to a high-type student with some probability proportional

to the effort they invest. This feature represents the possibility of social mobility

through education. Once students leave the university, they receive a labor mar-

ket wage that reflects their true type. Importantly, neither high-type nor low-type

students can access these labor market wages without going to university: all stu-

dents, regardless of their type, have the same “outside option”, their alternative

to university. This reflects a credentialist attitude in society, where a university

degree is often demanded by employers to signal ability.

1This type system is consistent with multiple interpretations of what causes earnings differences
between students—it could represent high inherent-ability and low-inherent ability students,
or high-privilege and low-privilege students, or any other such interpretation. This model
is agnostic as to the cause of students having different labor market wages: it only assumes
that such differences exist.
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These facts define the base model, but they leave unspecified how the univer-

sity makes money: in other words, how students are charged for university. We

consider two options for this pricing scheme: tuition fees, and income-share agree-

ments. Under tuition pricing, the university chooses a tuition fee for every student

(which may depend on their announced type), that students pay if they attend

the university. In contrast, under income-share agreements, the university chooses

a fraction of future wages to demand of all admitted students. Note that since

wages are based on true type rather than announced type, the university’s revenue

does not depend on the student’s announced type. Thus, ISA pricing differs from

tuition pricing along two dimensions: it depends on the student’s true hidden type

rather than their announced type. and the fraction of income demanded does not

vary by type, whether announced or true.

From this model, the major results of the paper follow. When the university

is a monopolist, students are generally worse off under ISAs, because ISAs en-

able the university to charge higher rates without risk of students turning away.

Furthermore, relative to tuition fees, ISAs decrease the incentives of students to

invest in their productivity: under the university’s optimal ISA, students do not

invest in their productivity at all. This makes the education system inefficient for

each student.

On the other hand, tuition pricing incentivizes universities to restrict supply

from low-type students, whereas ISA pricing incentivizes the university to allocate

all seats. As a result, ISAs increase the supply of education relative to tuition fees,

which contributes to educational efficiency. Thus, proponents of ISAs are correct

in arguing that ISAs increase the availability of education. However, they ignore

the negative effect ISAs have on students themselves. In this way, ISAs highlight a

tension between different efficiency criteria in the education system. Highlighting

this tension between different policy goals is one of the major contributions of this

paper, and is made possible through the game-theoretic analysis that accounts for

the clashing incentives of universities and students.

This result implies ISAs are more profitable for universities, but that begs the

question of why tuition fees are almost universal. However, we can explain this

nuance by relaxing the assumption that the university is a monopolist, and in-

stead moving to a duopoly environment. Duopoly models have long been used in

economics to capture the effects of imperfect competition more generally, which is

a reasonable representation of the higher education market. In a duopoly environ-

ment, we can consider an expanded game where the university’s choice of pricing

model depends on its competitor’s choice of pricing model. Universities play a
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dynamic, two-stage game: in the first stage, they simultaneously adopt either tu-

ition pricing or ISA pricing. In the second stage, they adopt optimal policies given

their pricing model and the pricing model of their competitor. We analyze this

duopoly with the concept of a subgame-perfect equilibrium, an adaptation of the

well-known concept of Nash equilibrium to dynamic games.

We find that in this game, it is a dominant strategy for a university to adopt

tuition fees—no matter what model its competitor adopts, a university sees higher

profit from adopting a tuition model. After adopting fees, the universities enter a

sorting equilibrium, in which one university accepts only high-type students, the

other university accepts only low-type students, and all students are charged a

uniform fee. This uniform fee is set at the highest price that a low-type student

can pay. This equilibrium explains why tuition fees are so prevalent in univer-

sities around the world. Furthermore, the sorting equilibrium is consistent with

observations of real higher education, where tuition fee variance is small across

universities, and tuition fees are barely made up for by low-paying jobs, while

high-paying jobs (e.g. investment banking) pay significantly more than tuition

costs.

The intuition for why tuition pricing is a dominant strategy under this model

is that ISAs suffer from adverse selection. When given a choice between ISAs and

tuition fees, high-type students will opt out of ISAs because they have higher future

wages, so it is cheaper for them to pay tuition. Conversely, low-type students will

opt into ISAs because they have lower future wages, so it is cheaper for them

to take an ISA than to pay potentially unaffordable tuition fees. The result is

that universities that adopt ISAs can only attract low-type students, who pay

lower fees and thus are less profitable. Thus, tuition fees are more profitable in

this environment. The problem of adverse selection is likely to persist even when

moving beyond a duopoly into a general oligopoly or a competitive market, and

offers key intuition for the problems that ISAs may face in gaining traction.

Finally, unlike the monopoly outcome, the duopoly equilibrium is socially effi-

cient. Competition eliminates the social inefficiency caused by universities artifi-

cially restricting supply under tuition pricing, but it fails to eliminate the social

inefficiency caused by ISAs decreasing student investment in productivity. Thus,

tuition pricing maximizes both the supply of education as well as the productivity

of education. Even though this stylized fact is established in a duopoly setting, the

effect of competition would only grow more stark under more general competitive

models. This fact suggests that policymakers should not shift towards adopting

ISAs more broadly.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores the related

literature and highlights the original contributions made by this paper. Section 3

provides the main model of a monopolist university, and introduces the analysis

under a tuition pricing model. Section 4 introduces ISA pricing to this model

and analyzes the new optimal mechanisms, finally comparing their social welfare

to that achieved under tuition pricing. Section 5 generalizes this analysis to a

duopoly setting, and analyzes the two-stage game of choosing a pricing model and

finding equilibrium under each pricing model. Section 6 concludes this analysis

and discusses directions for future research.

2. Literature Review

This paper draws on two parallel and often conflicting streams of literature in

education: job market signalling, and human capital theory. The basic model

presented is an extension of job market signalling (Spence 1973), in which edu-

cation is a way for individuals to signal their inherent ability even though there

is no value to the education itself. This basic model has been extended to many

different educational scenarios, such as the decision to make and take early job

offers (Swinkels 1999), the effect of specific grades on market signalling (Daley

and Green 2014), the “sheepskin effect” of a degree in enhancing the earnings of

workers with equivalent real education levels to non-degree workers (Belman and

Heywood 1991, Heywood 1994, Jaeger and Page 1996) and even the decision not

to pursue education (Orzach and Tauman 2005). The contribution of this paper

to the signalling literature is twofold: first, we apply signalling theory to income-

share agreements to generate new insights. Second, almost all papers on signalling

ignore the empirical reality that the university is itself a profit-maximizing agent

who determines the cost of education. This fact is incorporated into our model,

resulting in a richer analysis of signalling behavior in practice.

Most of the signalling literature disregards the university as a strategic agent.

One exception is the literature on how universities strategically disclose informa-

tion about students to employers: for example, Ostrovsky and Schwarz (2010)

study a university’s information disclosure policies, and find that in equilibrium,

universities disclose a balanced amount of information on students to the labor

market. The key feature of this information disclosure literature is that it takes

the relation between students and universities as given, and analyze strategic be-

havior between universities and the labor market. In contrast, this paper analyzes

strategic behavior between students and universities, while taking the labor mar-
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ket as given. Thus, it complements the literature on information disclosure and

lays the groundwork for a more complete model that incorporates the capacity for

a university to behave strategically in both spheres.

A key feature of this model in this paper, and another departure from the sig-

nalling literature as a whole, is that student productivity is a function of costly

private effort. This feature of the model is grounded in Becker’s human capital

theory of education, in which education serves to increase an individual’s pro-

ductivity.(Becker 1962) Human capital theory and signalling are often framed as

competing explanations for why higher education increases wages. (Layard and

Psacharopoulos 1974, Wise 1975, Chevalier et al. 2004, Weiss 1995) Our incor-

poration of productivity and effort into a signalling model sidesteps this debate,

allowing for a more flexible model that can incorporate both the signalling effects

of education as well as its productivity-enhancing characteristics.

Finally, this paper is related to the small body of work that directly studies

income-share agreements. The only other economic analysis of ISAs that we are

aware of comes from Madonia and Smith (2019), who find that when poker players

finance their tournament entries with ISAs, they tend to earn less. Madonia and

Smith attribute 80% of this performance gap to diminished individual incentives

to perform, supporting our qualitative result that under ISAs, students invest

significantly less in their own human capital. Furthermore, ISAs have received

some attention in policy spheres: Oei and Ring (2015) offer a legal framework for

regulating ISAs, while Palacios, DeSorrento, and Kelly (2014) argue in a policy

brief for the US government to provide ISAs to students, as an alternative to

federal student loans. Such work is important in formulating a policy approach

to ISAs, and this paper contributes a policy-relevant framework within which the

effect of ISAs can be examined. Even if this model rests on assumptions that may

not hold in all cases, the qualitative insights it generates—ISAs reduce student

investment, and suffer from adverse selection—are both empirically testable, as

well as important considerations for policymakers.

3. Tuition Pricing

Consider a profit-maximizing university with a fixed supply of seats, normalized

to 1. The university faces a population of students of size N > 1. Students can

be either a high type or a low type, t ∈ {H,L}. The types differ by their future

wages, wH > wL. The population of each type is Nt, with NH + NL = N > 1.

For the rest of the paper we will assume NH , NL < 1—that is, the population is
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relatively balanced such that neither one could feasibly take up all slots in the

university.

The university provides a productive education that can convert a low-type to

a high type with some probability φ(e) as a function of the student’s costly effort

level e. High-types do not benefit from exerting effort: to them, the value of

the university education is purely signalling that they are high-types on the labor

market. We assume that the productivity function φ satisfies

φ(0) = 0, φ′(e) > 0, lim
e−→∞

φ(e) = 1

In words, a student who exerts zero effort does not change their type, and a

student strictly increases their probability of becoming a high-type by exerting

more effort. For the rest of the paper, we adopt the functional form

φ(e) =
e

e+ 1

although the results are true for all functional forms unless noted otherwise.

Students choose their effort level to maximize their private benefit. Exerting

effort e costs a student k(e) where k is some strictly increasing and convex cost

function. The specific form of k(e) does not matter to all results in this paper.

This cost is mirrored by the potential type improvement, given by φ(e). This

productivity of education distinguishes a student’s ex-ante type (before entering

university) from a student’s ex-post type (after exerting effort through the edu-

cation technology). The university truthfully reports a student’s ex-post type to

the labor market. Each ex-post type on the labor market receives competitive

wage wt with wH > wL. For ease of notation, we denote the expected wage of the

low-type by

W (e) = φ(e)wH + (1− φ(e))wL

Let pt denote the university’s probability of admitting a student who declares

their type to be t, and ct be the tuition fee charged to each declared type. Then

we can define an important concept used for the rest of the paper.

Definition 1. A mechanism is a admissions policy (pH , pL, cH , cL) chosen by

the university.

In maximizing its profit, the university chooses a mechanism that solves the

problem
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max
pH ,pL,cH ,cL

pHNH(cH − keH) + pLNL(cL − keL) (Obj)

s.t. pH(wH − cH − k(eH)) ≥ pL(wH − cL − k(eL)) (IC-H)

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) ≥ pH(W (eH)− cH − k(eH)) (IC-L)

pH(wH − cH − k(eH)) ≥ 0 (IR-H)

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) ≥ 0 (IR-L)

pHNH + pLNL ≤ 1 (Supply)

Each constraint represents a necessity for truthful participation by all students.

(IC-H) represents the constraint that high-types can never achieve higher surplus

by claiming to be low-types. This misreport would allow them admission with

probability pL and to pay the fee cL, but they would nevertheless exert the true

high-type effort eH and get wage wH because the university does not control those

factors. Likewise, (IC-L) represents the constraint that low-types can never achieve

higher surplus by claiming to be high-types and facing (pH , cH) while exerting

effort eL and getting wage W (eL). (IR-H) and (IR-L) represent the constraints

that high-types and low-types must receive nonnegative surplus conditional on

attending the university, or else they would not show up to the university to begin

with. The combined tuition fee and private effort cost must not exceed the wage

benefit. Note that the outside option (no college) is normalized to have utility 0.

Finally, (Supply) reflects the simple constraint that the university has a limited

supply of seats (e.g. from limited campus space and infrastructure) and cannot

allocate more seats than that.

Note that these constraints collectively imply that the distribution of types

reported to the university is always the same: all students show up to the university

and report their true type. This means that we can define the mechanism without

explicitly referencing the distribution of reported types, only the type of a given

student reporting, which simplifies the analysis. Appendix A.1 proves that this is

without loss of generality.

3.1. Interior-Optimal Mechanisms

Consider the student’s optimization problem.

Proposition 1. When students respond optimally to a mechanism, e∗H = 0 and

e∗L > 0.
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Proof. For a high type student, education is unproductive, and they can report

their true high type without exerting any effort. Thus, e∗H = 0 is optimal. For

a low-type student, this is not the case. The private benefit for a low-type from

exerting effort is

u(e) = W (e)− cL − k(e)

First, assume an interior solution with e∗L > 0: then taking the FOC yields

u′(e) = W ′(e)− k′(e) = 0

=⇒ (e+ 1)wH − ewH − wL
(e+ 1)2

= k′(e)

=⇒ wH − wL = k′(e∗L)(e∗L + 1)2

Note that since k is strictly increasing, this has a strictly positive solution in e:

the function

f(e) = k′(e)(e+ 1)2

satisfies

f(0) > 0, f(e∗L) = wH − wL > 0

and is strictly increasing and continuous on R+. Thus, by the intermediate value

theorem, the preimage of each y > 0 is some x > 0. Thus, the preimage of

f(e∗L) = k′(e∗L)(eL∗ + 1)2

is some e∗L > 0.

Proposition 1 does not give a concrete value for the optimal e∗L because that

depends on the functional form of k(e). However, the functional form of e∗L is

not necessary to the results that follow: all that matters is that e∗H = 0, e∗L > 0.

Furthermore, since the optimal effort level is independent of pt, ct it does not

vary in the incentive/participation constraints—in a sense, the student’s choice is

the same regardless of what mechanism the university chooses, since the effort is

exerted only after admission and is additively separable from the cost ct. This

changes the university’s problem to
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max
pH ,pL,cH ,cL

pHNHcH + pLNLcL (Obj)

s.t. pH(wH − cH) ≥ pL(wH − cL) (IC-H)

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) ≥ pH(W (eL)− cH − k(eL)) (IC-L)

pH(wH − cH) ≥ 0 (IR-H)

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) ≥ 0 (IR-L)

pHNH + pLNL ≤ 1 (Supply)

It is clear that in any profit-maximizing allocation, cH , cL > 0. Furthermore,

this section considers only interior solutions pH , pL > 0—this assumption will be

relaxed in the next section. To characterize the optimal mechanism, we will use

the following lemma.

Lemma 1. In an interior optimum, (IC-H), (IR-L) and (Supply) constraints bind.

Proof. See Appendix B.

Then we can pin down the unique interior optimal mechanism.

Proposition 2. The unique interior optimal mechanism is

pH = 1, pL =
1−NH

NL

, cL = W (eL)−k(eL), cH =
(N − 1)wH − (1−NH)(W (eL)− k(eL))

NL

Proof. Since (IR-L) binds by Lemma 1, we immediately have

cL = W (eL)− k(eL)

Since (IC-H) binds,

pH(wH − cH) = pL(wH − cL)

=⇒ wH − cH =
pL
pH

(wH −W (eL) + k(eL))

=⇒ cH = wH −
pL
pH

(wH −W (eL) + k(eL))

Furthermore, maximizing cH requires minimizing pL
pH

. Lemma 1 also gives us that

pL =
1− pHNH

NL
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so this minimization corresponds to

pH = 1, pL =
1−NH

NL

This yields a final value of cH as

cH =
(N − 1)wH − (1−NH)(W (eL)− k(eL))

NL

Then the interior optimal mechanism has been pinned down exactly as

pH = 1, pL =
1−NH

NL

, cL = W (eL)−k(eL), cH =
(N − 1)wH − (1−NH)(W (eL)− k(eL))

NL

This mechanism is straightforward to characterize. The university admits all

high-type students, fills the remaining seats with low-type students, and charges

low-type students their full wage. The high-type fee is set at the highest level

possible that respects (IC-H) given the low-type fee and the admissions rates.

3.2. Shut-Out Mechanisms

Until now, we assumed pH , pL > 0. However, in an extreme scenario, it may be

profitable for the university to “shut out” one type by imposing pL = 0 or pH = 0,

in order to extract higher surplus from the other type. In this section we analyze

when such shut-outs can be optimal. First, consider

pH = 1, pL = 0

Then (IC-L) and (IR-L) become vacuous, and (IC-H) becomes identical to (IR-H).

Thus, the only constraint is

pH(wH − cH) ≥ 0

, and it is clearly optimal to make this bind. Thus,

cH = wH

The resulting profit is

π = NHwH
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The other shut-out mechanism satisfies

pH = 0, pL = 1

However, this violates monotonicity: it cannot be incentive-compatible because

H-types can always claim to be L-types, unless

cL > wH

=⇒ cL > W (eL)− k(eL)

in which case (IR-L) is violated. We will henceforth use “shut-out mechanism” to

reference a mechanism that shuts out low-types.

Proposition 3. The shut-out mechanism is optimal iff

NHwH ≥ (NL −NH)(W (eL)− k(eL))

Proof. The profit from the interior optimum is

π =
NH

NL

(N − 1)wH + (1−NH)(
NL −NH

NL

)(W (eL)− k(eL))

whereas the profit from the shut-out mechanism is

π = NHwH

Thus the comparison is

NHwH ≥
NH

NL

(N − 1)wH + (1−NH)(
NL −NH

NL

)(W (eL)− k(eL))

=⇒ wH ≥
1

NL

(N − 1)wH + (1−NH)(
1

NH

− 1

NL

)(W (eL)− k(eL))

=⇒ wH(
1−NH

NL

) ≥ (1−NH)(
1

NH

− 1

NL

)(W (eL)− k(eL))

=⇒ wH ≥ (
NL −NH

NH

)(W (eL)− k(eL))

=⇒ NHwH ≥ (NL −NH)(W (eL)− k(eL))

Corollary 1. If NH > NL, the shut-out mechanism is optimal.
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Proof. If we have NL−NH < 0,W (eL)−k(eL) ≥ 0 then the RHS of the inequality

in Proposition 3 is negative while the LHS is strictly positive, so the inequality

holds.

In mechanism design, it is well-known that revenue maximization may often

involve setting reserve prices: prices below which the item is never sold regardless

of participant valuations. Shut-out mechanisms are the natural extension of re-

serve prices to the binary-type model presented here: the reserve price is placed

at wH and only people who can pay that much (true high-types) will accept the

mechanism.

4. Income-Share Agreements

Income-share agreements have grown in prominence as a funding mechanism for

tertiary education. In essence, under an ISA model, students pay a fraction of

their income rather than a fixed fee. In this model, there are only two wages, and

they are static and completely determined by an agent’s ex-post type in the labor

market. Thus, ISAs would correspond to the price of admission being conditioned

on ex-post type rather than announced ex-ante type. In this section, we consider

a model where the monopolist university follows ISA pricing rather than tuition

pricing.

Under ISA pricing, the university specifies a probability of admission pt for

each announced type, and a fraction of income demanded from all students α. In

particular, α is defined independently of student type so that we effectively have

cH = αwH , cL = αW (eL)

This changes the university’s problem from the tuition case to

max
α,pH ,pL

pHNHαwH + pLNLαW (eL)

s.t. pH(1− α)wH ≥ pL(1− α)wH

pL((1− α)W (eL)− k(eL)) ≥ pH((1− α)W (eL)− k(eL))

pH(1− α)wH ≥ 0

pL((1− α)W (eL)− k(eL)) ≥ 0

pHNH + pLNL ≤ 1
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4.1. ISA Optimum

Under ISA pricing, unlike under tuition pricing, there is a unique optimal mech-

anism, which is simple to characterize.

Proposition 4. Under ISA pricing, the unique optimal mechanism is

α = 1, pH = 1, pL =
1−NH

NL

Proof. Note that α = 1 vacuously satisfies all IC and IR constraints, because

both LHS and RHS reduce to 0. This is more subtle for (IR-L), because low-

types who incur private effort costs that aren’t extracted by an ISA. However, it

is still true: an L-type student who faces α = 1 can always choose eL = 0 to be

optimal, which results in nonnegative surplus. This changing nature of effort will

be expanded upon further in section 4.2. Furthermore, α = 1 maximizes profit

among all values of α ∈ [0, 1] because the profit function is strictly increasing in

α: ∂π
∂α

= pHNHwH + pLNLW (eL) > 0 if min{pH , pL} > 0 which must be true in a

profit-maximizing mechanism.

Thus, the problem can be reframed as

max
pH ,pL

pHNHwH + pLNLwL

s.t. pHNH + pLNL ≤ 1

The supply constraint clearly binds and so pLNL = 1 − pHNH so the profit is

simply

π(pH) = pHNHWH + wL − pHNHwL

=⇒ π(pH) = pHNH(wH − wL) + wL

This is strictly increasing in pH because wH > wL so it is optimal to set pH = 1,

the highest possible value. Thus, the unique optimal mechanism under an ISA

system is given by

α = 1, pH = 1, pL =
1−NH

NL

Corollary 2. Under ISA pricing, the university never adopts a shut-out mecha-

nism.

The mechanism in Proposition 4 resembles the tuition-based university’s inte-

rior optimal mechanism, in the sense that all high-types are admitted and the re-
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maining seats are distributed among low-types. However, it achieves significantly

higher rent extraction: the tuition-based university cannot extract full wage from

high-types without violating their incentive constraints, but the contingent nature

of ISAs makes incentive constraints vacuous. As a result, there is never any ben-

efit from shutting out low-types, because it cannot increase rent extraction from

high-types.

4.2. Optimal Effort Under ISAs

Though ISAs reduce shut-outs, they can hurt one aspect of education that is gener-

ally considered to be very important: its capacity to improve people’s productivity.

Student productivity is determined by their effort level, and the following result

demonstrates that the optimal effort level for students is reduced under an ISA

model.

Proposition 5. Under an ISA at the level α, the optimal effort level for low-types

is strictly decreasing in α. When α = 1, the optimal effort is e∗L = 0.

Proof. When α = 1, students gain zero surplus from the labor market and inter-

nalize the costs of effort. This means that any eL > 0 leads to strictly negative

utility, whereas eL = 0 leads to zero utility. Thus, it is optimal to set e∗L = 0.

Under an ISA, the student’s problem is

max
eL

(1− α)W (eL)− k(eL)

=⇒ (1− α)W ′(eL)− 2k′(eL) ≤ 0

Assume an interior solution, and recall that

W (eL) = (
eL

eL + 1
)(wH − wL) + wL

=⇒ W ′(eL) =
wH − wL
(eL + 1)2

=⇒ (1− α)(wH − wL) = k′(eL)(eL + 1)2

This is satisfied by any optimal e∗L. We can implicitly differentiate this with respect

to α to get

−wH + wL = k′′(e) · e′(α) · (e+ 1)2 + e′(α) · 2k′(e)(e+ 1)

=⇒ e′L(α)[k′′(e)(e+ 1)2 + 2k′(e)(e+ 1)] = wL − wH
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=⇒ e′(α) =
wL − wH

k′′(e) · (e+ 1)2 + 2k′(e) · (e+ 1)

This numerator is strictly negative (wH > wL) and the denominator is strictly

positive (k′ > 0, k′′ ≥ 0, eL ≥ 0) so this derivative is strictly negative. Thus, effort

is strictly decreasing in α.

Although ISAs can prevent shut-outs, they hurt the aspect of education that is

often thought to be the most important: its productivity-enhancing characteris-

tics. Under an ISA model, students reduce their investment in their own human

capital below the optimal level in a tuition-based model.

4.3. Social Welfare Under ISAs

When comparing social welfare under the ISA and tuition models, we can differ-

entiate between two quantities of interest:

1. The welfare achieved by the university’s profit-maximizing mechanism under

each model

2. The welfare achieved by the social optimum under each model

Proposition 6 demonstrates the first comparison.

Proposition 6. Let rT , rI be the profit maximizing mechanisms under tuition

pricing and ISA pricing respectively. Then

U(rI) > U(rT )⇐⇒ NHwH > NL(W (eL)− k(eL))

Proof. ( ⇐= ) : When NHwH > NL(W (eL) − k(eL)), by Proposition 3 rT is a

shut-out mechanism, which achieves U(rT ) = NHwH . The welfare of rI is

U(rI) = 1 ·NHwH + (
1−NH

NL

) ·NLwL

=⇒ U(rI) = U(rT ) + (1−NH)wL

=⇒ U(rI) > U(rT )

( =⇒ ) : When NHwH < NL(W (eL) − k(eL)), rT satisfies pH = 1, pL = 1−NH

NL

and thus

U(rT ) = 1 ·NHwH + (
1−NH

NL

) ·NLW (eL)

=⇒ U(rT ) = NHwH + (1−NH)W (eL)
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=⇒ U(rT ) > NHwH + (1−NH)wL

=⇒ U(rT ) > U(rI)

We can analyze Proposition 6 more. The scenario dependence comes from the

polar opposite nature of the mechanisms chosen by the university under a tuition

model. When NHwH > NL(W (eL) − k(eL)), the comparison is to a shut-out

mechanism which is clearly wasteful. However, when NHwH < NL(W (eL)−k(eL))

the tuition model incentivizes the university to allocate all slots in the same way

as the ISA model: the only difference is that the ISA model disincentivizes student

investment in their own productivity (e∗L = 0) which leads to lower social welfare.

5. Duopoly

This section generalizes the model beyond the case where the university is a mo-

nopolist. Let there be two identical universities A,B, each with capacity 1. The

significant change in the environment is that all students apply to both universi-

ties and receive offers with independent probabilities. Importantly, the universities

cannot coordinate their offers: for example, if pAH = pBH = 0.5, the universities can-

not coordinate such that half ofH-types are admitted solely to A and the other half

are admitted solely to B. Formally, a student who announces type t ∈ {H,L} is

admitted to only A with probability pAt (1−pBt ), only B with probability pBt (1−pAt ),

to both universities with probability pAt p
B
t , and to neither university with prob-

ability (1 − pAt )(1 − pBt ). Students who are admitted to both universities choose

the university where they will pay a lower expected price, whether that is in the

form of tuition fees or income-shares.

As a consequence of competition, a university’s intake of students is also a

function of its competitor’s admissions policy. To prevent violations of the supply

constraint, the university is not allowed to overallocate seats: the supply constraint

remains unchanged at

puLNL + puHNH ≤ 1, u ∈ {A,B}

Furthermore, in the monopoly case we assumed N > 1 to capture the the idea

that the university could not service all demand. In this duopoly environment we

extend this to assume that Nt > 1 ∀ t ∈ {H,L}: in other words, no university can

serve all demand from each type.
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In this environment, a major question of interest is—what model is endogenously

adopted by universities who seek to maximize their equilibrium profit? And is this

outcome efficient? In other words, we now consider a two-stage game: in the first

stage, universities simultaneously choose a pricing model from {Tuition, ISA}.
In the second stage, universities simultaneously choose the optimal mechanism

given their pricing model and their competitor’s pricing model. To evaluate this

dynamic game, we use the concept of a subgame-perfect equilibrium, a refinement

of Nash equilibrium.

Definition 2. A strategy profile is a subgame-perfect equilibrium if it induces

universities to play a Nash equilibrium in every contingent scenario of the game.

In this dynamic game, a strategy is a subgame-perfect equilibrium if it prescribes

a Nash equilibrium in every possible duopoly—namely, a tuition-tuition duopoly,

a tuition-ISA duopoly, and an ISA-ISA duopoly. We study each of these scenarios

in turn, before evaluating the entire game.

5.1. Tuition Duopoly

Consider first the duopoly where two universities charge tuition fees to students.

Under the duopoly market, a particular class of mechanism profiles becomes worth

studying.

Definition 3. A sorting profile is a pair of mechanisms such that

pAt > 0⇐⇒ pBt = 0, pBt > 0⇐⇒ pAt = 0, cAt = cBt′ = c

where t is the type admitted by A, and t′ is the type admitted by B.

In other words, a sorting profile is one where each university selects a single

type to admit, and all types pay the same fee. Sorting profiles turn out to be vital

in characterizing pure equilibria in the duopoly market.

Proposition 7. A sorting profile with c = W (eL) − k(eL) for t 6= t′ is a pure

equilibrium in the tuition duopoly.

Proof. First, we demonstrate a sorting equilibrium. Consider the sorting profile

where A admits L and B admits H, with

pLA =
1

NL

, pBH =
1

NH

, pAH = pBL = 0, cAL = cBH = W (eL)− k(eL)
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This profile is an equilibrium. To see this, first note that neither university can

raise fees on the type they admit. Raising fees would violate the participation

constraint for L-types, and would violate the incentive constraints for H-types:

they would simply lie about being L-types and attend the other university at

the fee W (eL) − k(eL). Second, note that neither university can benefit from

lowering fees on the type they admit: they have fully allocated their seats since

Nt ≥ 1 =⇒ ptNt = 1, so they have no capacity to serve excess demand by

reducing fees. Third, note that neither university can strictly improve by changing

their admissions rates pAH , p
B
L without changing tuition fees, because every student

pays the same fee W (eL)− k(eL) so any combination of types admitted yields the

same profit.

This leaves the only possible deviation as one where a university changes both

admissions policies and tuition fees. The most profitable such deviation is pAH =
1
NH
, pAL = 0, cAH = wH . cAH = wH is the uniquely best deviation in fees because any

cAH ≤ W (eL)− k(eL) cannot raise profit over the existing W (eL)− k(eL) while all

cAH > W (eL)−k(eL) attract the same number of students, so it is always profitable

to make it as high as possible. The profit from this deviation is 1
NH

(1− 1
pBH

)NHwH =

wH(1− 1
NH

)

Thus, this sorting profile is an equilibrium.

Furthermore, Proposition 12 shows that this sorting profile turns is the unique

pure equilibrium in the tuition duopoly. Thus, in the tuition duopoly, pure equi-

librium is very simple to characterize: both universities charge a flat fee, and that

fee is set at the full wage of low-types, the highest amount they can pay.

5.2. Tuition-ISA Duopoly

Consider now a duopoly where university T charges tuition fees cH , cL, whereas

university I charges income-share α. The model is otherwise identical to the

tuition-tuition duopoly: in particular, low-type students evaluating university I

choose their effort level based on the value of α, and choose the university based

on

(1− α)W (eL(α))− k(eL(α)) R W (eL)− k(eL)− cL

Here, too, the unique pure equilibrium is a sorting profile.

Proposition 8. The profile with

pTH =
1

NH

, pIL =
1

NL

, cTH = wH , α = 1
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is an equilibrium in the tuition-ISA duopoly.

Unlike in the tuition duopoly, this equilibrium cannot be reordered: in particu-

lar, it is not an equilibrium for T to take low-types and I to take high-types. This

arises because high-types have an incentive to select out of ISAs and into tuition

when tuition is set at the rate of low-type students, as that gives them strictly

greater surplus than an ISA that extracts their full surplus. Thus, ISAs display

adverse selection: in equilibrium, only low-type students attend ISAs.

5.3. ISA Duopoly

Consider a duopoly where two universities A,B offer income-shares αA, αB. One

useful fact about this setting is that a sorting profile is feasible if and only if

αA = αB = 1. This is proved in Appendix C. Unlike the other two subgames, the

ISA duopoly subgame is not amenable to pure equilibrium analysis.

Proposition 9. No pure equilibrium exists in an ISA duopoly.

Proof. Consider the candidate equilibrium profiles:

1. A sorting profile. Note that αA = αB = 1 is a feasibility requirement by

Lemma 5 and neither university can feasibly deviate on price alone. In order

to deviate, a university has to choose α < 1 and also set pH = pL = p. The

best such deviation is by the university that takes low-types, say A, and sets

pA = 1
NH+NL

, αA = 1− ε. This is profitable if

NH(1− ε)wH +NL(1− ε)W (αA)

NH +NL

> wL

=⇒ 1− ε > NHwL +NLwL
NHwH +NLW (αA)

=⇒ ε <
NHwH +NLW (αA)−NHwL −NLwL

NHwH +NLW (αA)

=⇒ ε <
NH(wH − wL) +NL(W (αA)− wL)

NHwH +NLW (αA)

Since both the numerator and denominator are strictly positive, this is al-

ways a feasible deviation—so no sorting profile can be an equilibrium.

2. At least one type is admitted by both universities with positive probability.

Then B can change to α′ = αA+αB

2
> αB which is a strict improvement: it
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Tuition ISA

Tuition (W-k)(eL), (W-k)(eL) wH , wL
ISA wL, wH πIA, π

I
B

Table 1: Choosing a pricing model under duopoly.

Payoffs are equilibrium profits to each university under each subgame.

increases revenue while not losing students of either type to A, regardless of

what pAt , p
B
t actually are. Thus, no such profile can be an equilibrium.

Thus, any equilibrium in the ISA duopoly must be a mixed strategy equilib-

rium. However, characterizing a mixed equilibrium requires very strong assump-

tions on k(e), wH , wL. For the purpose of our two overarching questions—what

is the subgame-perfect equilibrium, and what is the socially optimal outcome?—

characterizing a mixed equilibrium is not necessary.

5.4. Duopoly Subgame-Perfect Equilibrium

With the three subgames analyzed, we can analyze the SPE of the duopoly game,

and separately analyze what the most efficient outcome might be. By definition

of an SPE, it requires that in each duopoly, the universities play an equilibrium

strategy. This is equivalent to analyzing a 2x2 matrix game with the equilibrium

payoffs from each subgame Nash equilibrium. Table 1 shows this payoff matrix,

with undetermined profits under the ISA duopoly because we have not character-

ized the mixed equilibrium.

Proposition 10. It is a dominant strategy for universities to adopt a tuition

model.

Proof. First, note that

W (e∗L)− k(e∗L) > wL

This follows from the fact that

wL = W (0)− k(0)

and eL = 0 was a feasible solution, but we know e∗L > 0 is the unique maximizer
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from Proposition 1. Second, note that in any ISA mixed equilibrium,

πIA < wH , π
I
B < wH

because a profit of wH follows only from the non-degenerate mechanism of filling all

seats with high-type students and charging them their full wage. Any mechanism

that admits low-types with positive probability (as both universities must do in

an ISA mixed equilibrium, by Lemma 5) cannot charge wH to low-type students

(that would violate their participation constraints) and thus cannot receive wH

from all students. This results in

πIA < wH , π
I
B < wH

Since

(W − k)(e∗L) > wL, wH > max(πIA, π
I
B)

we can conclude that Tuition is a dominant strategy for both universities in the

game of Table 1.

Corollary 3. The unique SPE of the duopoly model is for both universities to

adopt a tuition model and enter a sorting equilibrium with

pAt =
1

Nt

, pBt′ =
1

Nt′
, cAt = cBt′ = W (eL)− k(eL)

The dominance of tuition over ISAs is surprising given that in the monopoly

environment, ISAs achieved the highest possible profit. We can deconstruct this

result to understand why this profitability reverses under the duopoly. The first

factor driving this reversal is adverse selection. Under a tuition-ISA duopoly, an

ISA university cannot attract high-types and receive higher profits from them,

because the tuition university must take low-types and charge the low-type wage,

at which price it is not incentive-compatible for high-types to attend the ISA

university. Thus, in equilibrium only low-types attend the ISA university, while

high-types attend the tuition university and are charged their full wage. Thus,

adverse selection makes it unprofitable to deviate from charging tuition to charging

ISAs.

The second factor driving this reversal, which is also very relevant to analyze

the efficiency of each outcome, is that competition forces all seats to be allocated,

regardless of pricing model: a shut-out mechanism is simply not optimal when a

competitor can undercut you. Thus, the allocation of seats is unchanged between
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tuition and ISA models. However, in the tuition-ISA equilibrium, the ISA univer-

sity charges full wage α = 1: so low-type students do not exert any effort, and

the maximum rent that can be extracted from them is wL. Thus, tuition pricing

allows for the surplus from student effort to be extracted by the university whereas

ISA pricing does not.

Thus, the key inefficiency of the tuition model—a tuition-based monopolist

doesn’t allocate all seats—disappears under competition, but the key inefficiency

of the ISA model—an ISA-based monopolist disincentivizes all effort—remains

under competition. As a result, tuition pricing is socially superior to ISA pricing

in both productivity of education and the availability of education, and the tuition

duopoly is efficient.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have studied the implications of adopting income-share agree-

ments over tuition fees for the efficiency of education. When the university is a

monopolist, ISA pricing incentivizes the university to increase the supply of edu-

cation and drop socially inefficient reserve prices. However, it also reduces student

surplus and disincentivizes students from investing in their own productivity. In

this way, ISAs have a mixed effect on education efficiency, and whether they are

socially superior depends on the relative value a policymaker places on the pro-

ductivity of an education and the availability of education. Under a duopoly, this

result is starker: tuition maximizes both the supply of education and the incentives

of students to invest, making it more efficient than ISA pricing. Furthermore, it

is a dominant strategy for universities to choose tuition pricing over ISA pricing,

so the unique equilibrium under the duopoly game is also efficient. A key factor

in this dominance is that ISAs display adverse selection: in a tuition-ISA equi-

librium, ISAs are only chosen by low-type students, making them less profitable

than tuition fees.

The model presented in this paper is only a starting point for work on the

phenomenon of income-share agreements. In particular, future work can develop

richer models in which students may have to take on debt in order to attend a

tuition-based university. This incorporation could address more directly the policy

debate over ISAs, which often relates to concerns over student debt, and deepen

the comparison between tuition and ISAs beyond that which is explored here.

Future work could also expand the model to consider cases where human capital

is jointly produced by the university and the student, rather than solely a product
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of the student effort. Proponents of ISAs often suggest that one beneficial effect of

ISAs would be to increase university incentives to invest in student productivity.

Given our results about decreasing student incentives to invest, there is much scope

to analyze the possible complementarities between university effort and student

effort, and whether these opposing directions of change create a net increase or

decrease in student productivity.

Finally, with growing adoption of ISAs, the scope to study them empirically is

growing as well. This paper offers theoretical predictions that can be clearly tested

in an empirical setting: it predicts that ISAs would display adverse selection,

attracting primarily high-type students, and that ISAs would decrease student

investment. These predictions offer a basis for empirical work to form hypotheses

about ISAs, and such empirical work would be highly complementary to the goal

of understanding ISAs and better understanding how they affect the education

system.
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These appendices contain mathematical details and proofs that are not included

in the main body for brevity of presentation.

A. Type Report Independence

In the model, we assume that the mechanism is defined independently of the

distribution of reported types. This assumption applies for both the monopoly

and duopoly cases. Each of the following sections justifies the assumption.

A.1. Monopoly

Proposition 11 demonstrates why it is without loss of generality to assume that

a mechanism is defined independently of the distribution of reported types in the

monopoly university.

Proposition 11. Let D = (xH , xL) denote the distribution of types reported by

students, such that xH students claim to be H-types and xL students claim to be

L-types. Then when students are maximizing their private utilities, D = (NH , NL).

Proof. D is determined by two factors, both of which are truthful and universal

under the university’s general problem:

1. Which students show up to the university. By the individual ratio-

nality constraints, every student receives nonnegative surplus from being

admitted to the university, and faces no show-up cost—thus, showing up

always yields nonnegative surplus. Thus, every student shows up to the

university and xH + xL = NH +NL.

2. Which type students report conditional on showing up. By the

incentive-compatibility constraints, every student gains weakly higher sur-

plus from reporting their type truthfully. Thus, every student reports their

true type and xt = Nt, t ∈ {H,L}.

Thus, D = (NH , NL) is the truthful report of all students in the population.

Note that NH , NL are known to the university—thus, the university knows D

in advance of choosing a feasible mechanism. As a result, the university always

assumes the distribution of reports is (NH , NL) and it is without loss of generality

to assume that a student faces a mechanism that depends only on their own

announced type.
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A.2. Duopoly

Under a duopoly, the type report independence assumption can be framed as the

assumption that a student faces a mechanism that depends only on their type.

This is because the distribution of types reported to the university depends on

two factors:

1. Which students show up to the university. By the individual rationality

constraints, every student receives nonnegative surplus conditional on being

admitted to each university, so every student applies to both universities.

2. What type students report to the university. By the uniform incentive con-

straint, in a feasible mechanism, every student maximizes their surplus by

reporting their true type: this means there is no scope to pay a lower fee

by misreporting type, to either university. Thus, every student reports their

type truthfully.

As a consequence, the distribution of types reported to each university is always

(NH , NL): this allows us to take the distribution of reported types as fixed, and

characterize the mechanism only in terms of a student’s own type.

B. Monopoly Interior Optimum

We split Lemma 1 into three parts and prove each separately. All use the La-

grange multipliers on the university’s problem. The university’s problem has the

Lagrangian form of

L = pHNHcH + pLNLcL+

λICH [pH(wH − cH)− pL(wH − cL)]+

λICL[pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL))− pH(W (eL)− cH − k(eL))]+

λIRHpH(wH − cH)+

λIRLpL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL))+

λS(1− pHNH − pLNL)

The FOCs of this Lagrangian are

∂L
∂cH

= pH(NH + λICL − λICH − λIRH)
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∂L
∂cL

= pL(NL + λICH − λICL − λIRL)

∂L
∂pH

= NHcH − λICL(W (eL)− k(eL)− cL) + (λICH + λIRH)(wH − cH)− λSNH

∂L
∂pL

= NLcL − λICH(wH − cL) + (λICL + λIRL)(W (eL)− k(eL)− cL)− λSNL

Lemma 2. In an interior optimal mechanism, the university allocates all seats.

Proof. By Kuhn-Tucker,

pL > 0 =⇒ ∂L
∂pL

= 0

=⇒ cLNL − λICH(wH − cL) + (λICL + λIRL)(W (eL)− cL − k(eL))− λSNL = 0

=⇒ NL =
λICH(wH − cL) + (λICL + λIRL)(W (eL)− cL − k(eL))

λS − cL
The LHS is strictly positive, as NL > 0 by hypothesis. The numerator is weakly

positive, as λi ≥ 0, wH > wL ≥ cL and W (eL)− cL − k(eL) ≥ 0 by (IR-L). Thus,

the denominator must be strictly positive. This means

λS − cL > 0 =⇒ λS > cL > 0

Since the Lagrange multiplier is strictly positive, the associated constraint pLNL+

pHNH ≤ 1 must hold with equality. Thus, pLNL + pHNH = 1 and all seats are

allocated.

Lemma 3. In an interior optimal mechanism, (IC-H) holds with equality.

Proof. By Kuhn-Tucker,

cH > 0 =⇒ ∂L
∂cH

= 0

=⇒ pHNH − (λICH + λIRH)pH + λICLpH = 0

=⇒ pH(NH − λICH − λIRH + λICL) = 0

Since pH > 0, this means

λICH + λIRH = NH + λICL

. We know

NH > 0, λICL ≥ 0

=⇒ λICH + λIRH > 0
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This means at least one of them is strictly positive. However, assume for con-

tradicition that (IR-H) binds: then by (IC-H),

pH(wH − cH) ≥ pL(wH − cL)

=⇒ pL(wH −W (eL) + k(eL)) ≤ 0

=⇒ wH < W (eL)

However, by hypothesis W (e) < wH ∀ e ∈ R, so this is a contradiction: thus,

(IR-H) cannot bind. As a result,

λIRH = 0

=⇒ λICH > 0

and so the associated constraint (IC-H) must bind.

Lemma 4. In an interior optimal mechanism, (IR-L) holds with equality and

(IC-L) does not.

Proof. By an identical argument to Lemma 3, using ∂L
∂cL

instead of ∂L
∂cH

, we get

that

λICL + λIRL > 0

This means at least one of the two constraints must bind. This allows for three

cases:

1. both constraints bind. (IR-L) binds. Then

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) = 0

=⇒ cL = W (eL)− k(eL)

Then (IC-L) binds, so

L(W (eL)− cL − e2L) = pH(W (eL)− cH − k(eL)) = 0

=⇒ cH = W (eL)− k(eL)

Thus, in this case,

cH = cL = W (eL)− k(eL)

All students are charged the same price, and all seats are allocated, so this
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yields the university a profit of

π = W (eL)− k(eL)

2. only (IC-L) binds. Then

cL < W (eL)− k(eL)

by non-binding nature of (IR-L), and

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) = pH(W (eL)− cH − k(eL))

=⇒ W (eL)− cH − k(eL) =
pL
pH

(W (eL)− cL − k(eL))

=⇒ W (eL)− cH − k(eL) > 0

=⇒ cH < W (eL)− k(eL)

This means cH , cL < W (eL)− k(eL), so

π < W (e)− k(eL)

Thus, this yields strictly lower profit than case 1.

3. only (IR-L) binds. Then

cL = W (eL)− k(eL)

pL(W (eL)− cL − k(eL)) > pH(wL − cH − k(eL))

=⇒ pH(W (eL)− cH − k(eL)) < 0

=⇒ cH > W (eL)− k(eL)

Then the university’s profit is

π = pHNHcH + pLNLcL

=⇒ π > pHNH(W (eL)− k(eL)) + pLNL(W (eL)− k(eL))

=⇒ π > W (eL)− k(eL)

Thus, this yields the highest profit of all three cases.
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Since the highest profit is obtained from binding only (IR-L), and at least one

of the two must bind, it must be optimal to make (IR-L) bind only.

C. Duopoly Proofs

Proposition 12. A profile is a pure equilibrium in the tuition duopoly only if it

is a sorting profile with c = W (eL)− k(eL).

Proof. (⇐= ) : Consider the three cases of non-sorting profiles, and we will show

that none of them can be equilibria.

1. Both universities charge identical and positive tuition, cAt = cBt > 0, ∀ t ∈
{H,L} and both give admission to at least one type t ∈ {H,L}. Let t be the

type admitted by both universities: then deviating from cAt to cAt − ε gains

students of type t from university B. There are pAt p
B
t such students, and

they were previously split evenly so revenue increases by
pAt p

B
t

2
(cAt − ε) from

the new students and decreases by εpAt (1 − pBt
2

) from the existing students

due to the tuition reduction. The deviation is profitable if

pAt p
B
t

2
(cAt − ε) > εpAt (1− pBt

2
)

=⇒ cAt − ε
ε

>
2− pBt
pBt

=⇒ cAt
ε
>

2

pBt

=⇒ ε <
cAt p

B
t

2

This deviation is always possible, so no profile of this type can be an equi-

librium.

2. Both universities charge identically zero tuition, cAt = cBt = 0, t ∈ {H,L}.
Consider the deviation cAL = cAH = 1

2
(W (eL) − k(eL)). Let t be a type

such that pAt > 0: then at least pAt (1 − pBt ) such students attend A. (Note

that if pBt = 1 then A must be admitting the other type under a candidate

mechanism, so the following analysis could apply to that type instead. N > 1

so pBt = 1 ∀ t ∈ {H,L} is impossible.) This deviation increases revenue from

them, and it is strictly lower than their wages so they still show up. This

deviation is always possible, so no profile of this type can be an equilibrium.
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3. Both universities charge different tuition fees, cAt 6= cBt for at least one t ∈
{H,L}. Note that without loss of generality we can assume pAt > 0, because

if pAt = 0 then cAt is irrelevant and we can consider the other type t′. Then

pAt′ > 0, and if cAt′ = cBt′ we can apply the analysis from case 1, whereas

if cAt′ 6= cBt′ then the following analysis applies. Without loss of generality,

let cAt < cBt and. Then A can deviate to c′ ∈ (cAt , c
B
t ). Since c′ < cBt , this

deviation does not lead H-students to switch from A to B, but since c′ > cAt )

it does lead to increased revenue from the existing students of mass pAt . This

deviation is always possible, so no profile of this type can be an equilibrium.

Lemma 5. If αA < 1, then pAH = pBH in any feasible mechanism.

Proof. Any feasible mechanism must satisfy the incentive constraints for truthful

reporting. The incentive constraint for high-types is

pAH(wH − αAwH) ≥ pAL(wH − αAwH)

=⇒ pHwH(1− αA) ≥ pLwH(1− αA)

=⇒ pH ≥ pL

The incentive constraint for low-types is

pL(W (eL(αA))− αAW (eL(αA)) ≥ pH(W (eL(αA))− αAW (eL(αA)))

=⇒ pLW (eL(αA))(1− αA) ≥ pHW (eL(αA))(1− αA)

=⇒ pL ≥ pH

where 1 − αA > 0 so it can be cancelled from both sides. Combining these

inequalities yields pAH = pAL .

Proposition 13. A profile is a pure equilibrium in the tuition-ISA duopoly only

if it is a sorting profile with

pTH =
1

NH

, pIL =
1

NL

, cTH = wH , α = 1

Proof. Consider the alternative profiles:

1. A sorting profile where T takes low-types for cTL = W (eL)−k(eL) and I takes

high-types for α = 1. (Any other α in a sorting equilibrium is infeasible by
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Lemma 5) This is not incentive-compatible because high-types prefer to lie

and claim to be low-types at university T , paying W (eL)− k(eL) instead of

wH , so it cannot be an equilibrium.

2. At least one type t is admitted by both universities, and both charge the

same effective fee: cTt = αwt. Then T can deviate from cTt to cTt − ε and

gain students of type t from I. There are pTt p
I
t such students, and they were

previously split evenly so revenue increases by
pTt p

I
t

2
(cTt − ε) from the new

students and decreases by εpTt (1− pIt
2

) from the existing students due to the

tuition reduction. The deviation is profitable if

pTt p
I
t

2
(cTt − ε) > εpTt (1− pIt

2
)

=⇒ cTt − ε
ε

>
2− pIt
pIt

=⇒ cTt
ε
>

2

pIt

=⇒ ε <
cTt p

I
t

2

This deviation is always possible, so no profile of this type can be an equi-

librium.

3. At least one type t is admitted by both universities, both charge different

fees: cTt 6= αwt. If cTt < αwt, then T can deviate to c′ ∈ (cTt , αwt). Since

c′ < cBt , this deviation does not lead H-students to switch from A to B, but

since c′ > cAt ) it does lead to increased revenue from the existing students of

mass pAt . This deviation is always possible, so no profile of this type can be

an equilibrium. An identical argument follows if αwt < cTt .
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